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1. Introduction
Brief Intent
Terramin Pty Ltd engaged Oxigen to provide technical
landscape architectural input into the Bird In Hand Gold Project
Mine Closure Plan as part of the Mining Lease submission
to the South Australian State Government. The closure plan
provides details of the proposed land form and remaining site
infrastructure following completion of mining activities.
The landscape component of the closure plan considers the
existing site and land form, the proposed operational mining
phase and the proposed mine closure following the cessation of
mining activity.
It is expected the landscape component of the closure
plan will inform the initial site design to avoid abortive or
redundant future works. The plan will incorporate planning
recommendations from an early stage of the project development
minimising site closure costs and closure planning delays.

Future Use
Terramin have advised the property is intended to be offered
for sale following mine closure. A range of site infrastructure
elements are proposed to be retained due to their value to
potential future landowners.
It is likely that the site in the future will be attractive for
viticulture, winery, cellar door or similar complementary and
complying land uses.
Terramin’s property is located within the Adelaide Hills Council
(AHC) local government area and is within the Adelaide Hills
Council Development Plan’s ‘Onkaparinga Valley ‘Policy Area.
The land is zoned Watershed (Primary Production).
The zone’s objectives and principles of development control
aim to prevent development that may lead to deterioration in
the quality of surface or underground water within the Mount
Lofty Ranges Watershed, and also to maintain land in primary
production.
Complying land uses also include agriculture, agricultural
industry, forestry, farming, dairy and horticulture.
Terramin are consulting with the local community for inputs into
the mine closure plan through targeted workshops, community
reference groups and public ‘open days’.
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2. Closure Objectives
Post Closure Objectives
Terramin Pty Ltd have proposed outcomes for site works to
ensure:
“All land on the mining lease affected by mining and associated
activities is rehabilitated to achieve the agreed post mining land
use”.
The final post mining land use will be determined by the
purchaser. However, the objectives below are based on common
rehabilitation techniques that are intended to be carried out
irrespective of the final land use.
Landform
—— No excess spoil heaps or no burrow pits remain on surface
after post mine closure earthworks.
—— All drill holes rehabilitated in accordance with Earth Mineral
Resources Sheet 21.

Contamination
—— No contamination of natural water drainage systems, streams
and rivers, groundwater, land and soils occurs either on or
off lease resulting from permanent disposal or temporary
storage of mine ore or waste material from mining activities
post mining lease approval.
—— No adverse impacts on soil quality within the mining lease
that could compromise the post mining land use.
—— All waste produced on site managed in accordance with the
EPA waste hierarchy.
Plant + Equipment
—— Upon mine closure, all plant and equipment (unless otherwise
agreed with the Chief Inspector of Mines) removed from the site.

Water
—— No adverse impact to the supply or quality of water by the
mining operations to existing users and water dependant
ecosystems.
—— No contamination of natural water drainage systems, streams
and rivers, groundwater, land and soils either on or off site
resulting from permanent disposal or temporary storage of
mine ore or waste material.
Biodiversity
—— No loss of abundance or diversity of native vegetation
on or off the lease caused by mining operations during
construction, operation and post mine completion through;
clearance, dust/contaminant deposition, fire, reduction in
water supply, or other damage, unless prior approval under
the relevant legislation is obtained.
—— No introduction of new species of weeds or pests (including
feral animals), or sustained increase in abundance of existing
weed or pest species on land managed by the mining operation.
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Report Structure + Context
This report provides landscape rehabilitation strategies
incorporating works that can be progressively implemented
from inception and during mining operations. The strategy
outlined in this closure plan relies on incremental works
occurring throughout the establishment and operational mine
life rather than a series of actions carried out post mine closure
and rehabilitation.

Closure Planning

EXPLORATION
PRE-FEASIBILITY

CONSTRUCTION

OPERATIONS

DECOMMISSIONING

CLOSURE

RELINQUISHMENT
2.1 Mine Life Planning Diagram

Bird In Hand Gold Project

PROGRAMME FOR
ENVIRONMENTAL
PROTECTION AND
REHABILITATION
(PEPR)

DOCUMENTATION

FEASIBILITY

POST CLOSURE
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MINING LEASE
APPLICATION
STAKEHOLDER INPUT

TRANSITION TO
CLOSURE

CONCEPTUAL CLOSURE PLANNING

Closure planning is incorporated within the design and planning
process from the initial Mining Lease application, some with
actions initiated immediately, and continuing through the
operation’s phase.

3. Rehabilitation Strategies
The following works are intended to be implemented in the mine
operational phase leading to mine closure.

3.1. Rehabilitated Landform and Integrated Mullock
Landform (IML) Management
Mullock is temporarily stored on site within the Integrated
Mullock Landform. (IML) The IML reaches is maximum volume
during the operational phase before the material is reused to fill
the mine voids.
The final IML surface levels are proposed to be lower than the
adjacent landscape bunds.
The final rehabilitated site landform will be shaped to provide
stable bunding and control water flow via overland swales to the
storm water detention dam.

3.2. Drainage, Erosion + Sediment Control
Two separate catchments are proposed to control the
movement of water through the site. The existing natural
creekline is maintained as a separate system and receive inflows
from adjacent properties.
The operational areas capture and treat water on site before
storage in an on-site dam. Vegetated swales utilise rock scour
protection to reduce erosion potential.

3.3. Progressive Rehabilitation
Progressive rehabilitation works have commenced and will
continue to be undertaken on site with the planting of a range
of native tree and under storey species in areas not required
for mining operations. Buffer planting has been established to
increase the existing perimeter tree cover.
Progressive rehabilitation allows for the trialling of native
species and techniques to be refined prior to the mine closure
to increase the success rate of planting and re-establishment.

water treatment plant.

3.5. Topsoil Use in Rehabilitation
Stockpiled topsoil is reclaimed for re-spreading on surfaces
following mine closure. Topsoil is shaped on site to provide
landforms following the natural contours of the site, avoiding
sharp lines and terracing.
Topsoil stockpiles are located away from operational and
traffic areas. Any weed growth will be treated prior to reuse of
the topsoil to reduce the weed seed bed and to minimise the
transport of weeds into rehabilitated areas.

3.6. Revegetation
Revegetation works have commenced on site with the planting
of a range of local native trees and under storey species. An
existing stand of established eucalypts will be further enhanced
with additional tree planitng. The stand is to be protected in
perpetuity with a Heritage Agreement providing a valuable
addition to the adjacent existing native woodland.

3.7. Rehabilitation Maintenance
Regular site maintenance is carried out to ensure a consistent
landscape quality is established and maintained. Weed control
reduces competition for native species and the ongoing
replanting program ensures a consistent vegetation cover is
successfully achieved.
Planting and seeding techniques will be trialled to determine
the most effective means of establishing vegetation within site
soils and local climate conditions.
Fire prevention, fuel reduction and access for fire control is an
ongoing consideration for maintenance activities.

3.4. Topsoil + Vegetation Management
Topsoil is stockpiled for reuse on site to provide a growing
medium for landscape bunds and revegetation works. Topsoil
may be ameliorated to improve nutrient content and water
holding capacity with organic compost and gypsum following
further site specific soil testing.
Organic content in the soil from cattle provides beneficial
nutrients for vegetation.
Vegetation is managed though on-going weed control and
irrigation utilising non-potable water sourced from the on-site
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Rehabilitation Checklist
The following checklist provides an
overview of site rehabilitation requirements.
FF Cleared areas are reinstated to provide a
consistent and stable non-eroded surface.

EXPLORATION
PRE-FEASIBILITY

MINING LEASE
APPLICATION

FF Demolished infrastructure is removed from site.
FF Removal of unfixed plant.

FEASIBILITY

FF Hazardous materials removed from site.
FF Fuel store remediation and disposal of
contaminated soil.
FF Ventilation and emergency access shafts are
closed and stabilised.
FF General site and material waste is removed from
site.
FF Water storage dams are cleared of sediment and
reed bed filtration.

CONSTRUCTION

OPERATIONS

DECOMMISSIONING

FF Compacted soils are deep ripped to improve
drainage and topsoiled for revegetation.
FF Air and water quality objectives have been
achieved.
FF Weed control program established and operating
with seasonal review undertaken.
FF Environmental monitoring, communication and
reporting is provided to State Government
agencies.
FF Site soil tests are conducted and amelioration
recommendations are carried out in-situ.

CLOSURE

POST CLOSURE

RELINQUISHMENT

3.1 Rehabilitation in Mine Life Planning
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STAKEHOLDER INPUT

FF Removal of machinery and equipment.

PROGRAMME FOR
ENVIRONMENTAL
PROTECTION AND
REHABILITATION
(PEPR)

4. Decommissioning + Mine Closure
Strategies
The following works are intended to be implemented at the
decommissioning and mine closure stages.

4.5. Creek Reinstatement

—— Buildings and structures to be retained include the site
office, vehicle workshop, wash bay, staff and visitor car park,
access gates and controls, existing farmhouse and farm
sheds.

—— The existing creek corridor is rehabilitated in areas
affected by the placement of the culvert vehicle crossing.
The proposed location has been selected to minimise any
detrimental affects on existing trees.
—— Riparian corridors are protected from site water runoff by a
system of cut off drains and swales directing stormwater to
the water treatment plant.

4.2. Infrastructure + Hardstand

4.6. Stormwater Control

—— Infrastructure that is no longer required and can be removed
safely is removed prior to the sale of the site.
—— Former structure pads are retained as hardstand.
—— Elements to be retained include water storage dams and
associated overland swales, pump shed and pipework,
landscape bunds, access roads and security fencing.
—— Proposed elements to be retained on site are subject to
agreement with the Department of Premier and Cabinet.

—— Overland swales control water movement through the site.
—— Native vegetation within swales improves water filtration
prior to discharge into the on-site storage dam.
—— Localised scour protection is provided to reduce erosion.

4.1. Buildings + Structures

4.3. Site Services
—— Services, including power, water, sewer and communications,
are beneficial for future landowners and are intended to
remain in-situ.
—— Retention of the water treatment plant and non-potable
water storage will be reviewed following community
feedback and further investigations in future landuse
requirements.
—— Rehabilitated storage dams and perimeter bunds will be
stable with vegetated cover to reduce erosion.
—— Pumping infrastructure is expected to be retained to provide
a mechanism for water movement and to provide water
pressure to service the site.

4.4. Water Management
—— The final water management system is tailored to future
landuse. On-site water storage dams may be modified for
future use following rehabilitation of dam sediment and
erosion control measures.
—— Reinjection of water via a managed aquifer recharge (MAR)
system during the operations phase is designed to maintain
current local groundwater levels.
—— Following mine closure the MAR system is expected to be
decommissioned.
—— Non-potable water is reused for irrigation of landscape areas
and as construction water during mining operations.

4.7. Rehabilitation + Biodiversity Management
Rehabilitation and biodiversity are monitored with regular
environmental staff inspections. The following components are
assessed and regularly reported on:
—— Native vegetation cover and success of revegetation
—— Exotic weeds and pest species
—— Fauna and flora surveys
—— Surface stability and erosion
—— Seasonal water control and movement
—— Stockpile stability and surface conditions
—— Landscape bund vegetation cover
—— Disturbed surfaces

4.8. Heritage Zone
—— An indigenous heritage and cultural survey has been
undertake by Terramin.
—— An existing state heritage listed chimney is protected within
a 25m exclusion zone.
—— The chimney is outside of the operations area and provides a
tangible link to the former mining history of the ‘Lone Hand’
mining site and the Reefton Heights mining township.

4.9. Revegetation
—— Open space areas (outside the operations area) and final
bund landforms are progressively revegetated with a mix of
native plant species sourced from locally collected seed by
local nurseries.
—— Revegetation techniques, including deep ripping, mulch and
compost, improves the success rate of tube stock whilst
contour ripping and direct seeding/hydroseeding is applied
to broad scale areas.
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—— Tree guards and staking are used to protect select new
plantings from pest species.
—— Temporary irrigation utilising non-potable site water is
provided to assist with establishment and allow planting
throughout the year.

4.10. Landform
Landform review considers the three key phases of site
development and rehabilitation. The initial establishment
of landscape bunds screens the operations area from the
surrounding properties and provides an opportunity for
increasing biodiversity through the use of native plant species.
4.10.1 Existing landform
The existing landform is of open paddocks with natural
ridgelines influencing water movement through the site.
4.10.2 Operations landform
The operations landform is considered during peak production
when stockpiles are at maximum height and water treatment
volumes are the highest.
4.10.3 Closure landform
The closure landform illustrates the site following removal of
mining infrastructure, recovery of topsoil, extent of landscape
bunds and on-site water storage capacity.
4.10.4 Sections
Cross sections provide an illustration of the change in landform
occurring during the three key phases described above.
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The following checklist provides an
overview of the requirements from the
Mining Lease Application through to the
future sale of the site post mine closure.
FF Post closure land use agreed upon – in Mining
Lease Application.
FF Closure design work finalised – in Mining Lease
Application and Program for Environmental
Protection and Rehabilitation stages.

EXPLORATION
PRE-FEASIBILITY
FEASIBILITY
CONSTRUCTION

FF Closure announced.
FF Underground workings and vent raises
backfilled to ensure site is geotechnically stable
in perpetuity.
FF Site infrastructure removed – ROM silo, water
treatment plant, cement batching plant.
FF Closure earthworks commence. Site shaped and
contoured where required, remaining hardstand
areas levelled for reuse.
FF Site contamination assessment completed
– no risk to groundwater, surface water, soil
or air quality into the future from the mining
operation.
FF Apply to extend Native Vegetation Heritage
Agreement area over remnant Eucalypt patch.
FF Site offered for sale as a commercial
opportunity.

MINING LEASE
APPLICATION

OPERATIONS

DECOMMISSIONING

STAKEHOLDER INPUT

Closure Checklist

PROGRAMME FOR
ENVIRONMENTAL
PROTECTION AND
REHABILITATION
(PEPR)

CLOSURE

POST CLOSURE

RELINQUISHMENT
4.1 Closure Phase in Mine Life Planning
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4.1. Buildings + Structures
Buildings and structures for retention are selected
for their potential reuse value to future land owners.
The administration office, staff amenities and
workshop is beneficial for potential viticultural land
use and for similar complying land use.

1 Pfeiffer Road vehicle
entry, sealed site access
road and internal
circulation network
retained.
2 Sealed car park, vehicle
turnaround, access
control and lighting
retained.
3 Office administration
building and workshop
retained.
4 Vehicle wash bay
rehabilitated and
retained.
5 Water storage dam pump
shed retained.
6 Farmhouse/Office
restored and retained.
7 Former dairy and farm
sheds retained.
8 Existing bore and
associated water
allocation retained.
(14.65 ML)
9 State Heritage Chimney
(Retained and protected)

1
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R
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2
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BIRD IN HAND ROAD

N
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4.2. Infrastructure + Hardstand
Infrastructure and hardstand are retained for their value and
development potential for future land owners. Stabilised
hardstand is beneficial for future built form, storage and
vehicles movement.
Internal roads and the maintenance tracks are retained for
general site access and use.

1 Pfeiffer Road storm
water infrastructure
2 Sealed Road
3 Creek crossing culvert
retained.
4 Hardstand retained for
future landuse.
5 Water storage dam
retained.
6 Storm water dam with
drainage from roads and
buildings retained.
7 Former dairy dams
retained in-situ.
8 Maintenance access
track

1
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4.3. Site Services
All site services are proposed for retention due to the potential
value to future land owners.
It is expected electrical services will be terminated to
decommissioned infrastructure including ventilation shafts,
water treatment plant and concrete batching plant.

1 Upgraded electrical
supply connection from
Woodside Substation.
New overhead grid
connection at Pfeiffer
Road.
2 Internal electrical
(underground), meter
and switchboard
retained.
3 Potable mains water
retained.
4 Non-potable water
retained if required for
new landuse. (including
pump infrastructure)
5 Sewer retained.
6 Communications
retained.

1
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Substation
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4.4. Water Management
The existing water course is retained on its current alignment
through the site. The natural catchment has been modified by
the construction of an upstream dam at the adjacent Petaluma
Winery property.
Outflow from the Terramin site joins with the adjacent Bird in
Hand winery flow line before exiting via pipes under Pfeiffer
Road and joining Inverbrackie Creek.

1 Petaluma Winery Dam
2 Bird In Hand Winery
convergence
3 Pipe under Pfeiffer Road
4 Inverbrackie Creek
connections
Natural creeklines
(LocationSA dataset)
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4.5. Creek Reinstatement
A concrete culvert creek crossing allows vehicle access to the
operations area. Localised placement of rock provides scour
protection on the downstream side, interplanted with native
sedges to reduce scour and minimise any sedimentation arising
from construction.
The culvert structure allows an unimpeded water flow along the
existing natural creek alignment.

1 Existing creekline and
outflow retained.
2 Culvert creek crossing
retained for site access
between existing trees.
3 Riparian planting
interspersed within
rock scour protection to
disturbed surfaces.
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4.6. Stormwater Control
Stormwater controls utilise a series of gravity fed swales.
Swales are vegetated with native reeds to provide an initial
filtration before on-site storage.

1 Existing creekline
retained.
2 Culvert creek crossing
3 Vegetated swales
rehabilitated and
retained to direct site
water flow.
4 Water storage dam
rehabilitated and
retained.
5 Storm water dam
retained.
6 Water treatment
plant is removed and
storm water directed
to adjacent overland
swales.
7 Former farm dam
retained. (unused)
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Stormwater swale
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Creek alignment
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Site water direction
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4.7. Rehabilitation + Biodiversity Management
Biodiversity is improved through the establishment and
maintenance of three key landscape typologies.
—— Eucalypt woodland
—— Riparian corridor
—— Site revegetation

1 Eucalypt woodland
enhanced and preserved
with a Heritage
Agreement.
2 Perimeter canopy trees
retained.
3 Riparian corridor
retained.
4 Existing trees/
revegetation buffer
established and retained.
5 Entry road verges
planted and trees
retained.
6 Farmhouse and car park
tree planting established
and retained for shade.
7 Planted maze feature
established with
pathways defined.
8 Water storage dams
rehabilitated and
perimeter planting/reeds
established.

2

EI
PF

R
FFE
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5

6
4
7
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3

3
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Existing/Proposed
Native Woodland

4

Native Riparian Corridor

2

Water Storage
4

Amenity Trees
8

4

Ornamental Planting
1

4
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4.8. Heritage Zone
Site heritage includes existing formal and informal built and
natural features. Options to preserve access to the State
Heritage Chimney will be reviewed with community inputs
during consultation.

PF

EI

R
FFE

RO

1 State Heritage listed
Chimney (Item #12863)
retained within a 25m
exclusion zone.
2 Existing Heritage
Agreement Area
(adjacent property)
3 Proposed Heritage
Agreement Area
including a 30m buffer
along the shared
boundary of the existing
Heritage Agreement
area.
4 Former horse drawn
‘Puddler’ ring retained
in-situ.
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1

4

2

3
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N
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4.9. Revegetation
Revegetation enhances the Blue Gum (Eucalyptus leucoxylon)
open woodland and River Red Gum (Eucalyptus camaldulensis)
riparian corridors. Existing non-endemic tree species are
retained where possible for shade amenity and biodiversity.

1 Retained existing site
vegetation.
2 Current and proposed
revegetation established.
3 Proposed Heritage
Agreement Area
4 Open grassed paddock
conserved for future
landuse.
5 Shrub maze established.
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(AROUND HISTORIC CHIMNEY)
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4.10. Landform
Localised changes in landform are expected during each project
phase. Initial earthworks include excavation of the road network
and portal entry zone with site won material re-used to form
landscape bunds around the operations area.
Site topsoil is separated, stockpiled and maintained for future
reuse in site rehabilitation.

Batters
—— Batters are re-vegetated and graded to provide self-stability
and reduce erosion.
—— Native species are selected according to site ecology and
biodiversity improvement objectives.
—— Grassed batters are a maximum grade of 1:4 to allow safe
grass slashing.

Retaining Walls

Creekline
—— No infrastructure or operational works are proposed within
the existing creekline and its associated landscape corridor.
—— Concrete culverts create a vehicle crossing over the existing
creekline to allowing for unimpeded water flow.

Heritage Agreement Area
—— No works are expected within the proposed Heritage
Agreement Area and existing surface levels are unchanged.
—— The application for the Heritage Agreement Area will be
lodged with the Native Vegetation Council during the mine
operations phase to allow any recommendations to be
included prior to the mine closure.
—— Consultation with the adjacent land owners is carried out to
review the fenceline buffer, storm water movement and any
existing access requirements.

—— Retaining walls are proposed in association with select
landscape bund locations to reduce the extent of earthworks
under tree canopies and dripzones.

Integrated Mullock Landform (IML)
—— The IML is a dynamic landform that reaches its peak during
the operations phase when rock without ore is temporarily
stored on the surface.
—— Prior to closure IML material is replaced within the mine
voids to close tunnels and stabilise underground workings.

Hardstand
—— Areas within decommissioned and removed infrastructure
locations are stabilised and retained as hard stand suitable
for future development by landowners.

Run of Mine Silo + Batching Plant
—— The Run of Mine silo and concrete batching plant is
decommissioned and removed from site.
—— Resulting landform is graded evenly to provide a stabilised,
topsoiled and replanted as revegetation buffers or grassed
open space.

Water Storage Dam
—— The water storage dam and its associated pumping
infrastructure is retained on site following environmental
rehabilitation activities to provide an asset for future
landowners.
—— The maintenance access track is retained to allow vehicle
access to the dam perimeter.
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4.10.1 Existing Landform
—— Natural spurs, ridges and creekline are retained with existing
catchments from adjacent properties.
—— Recently constructed bunds are establishing with native
vegetation cover.
—— Existing farm dams are not proposed to be used.
—— Open paddocks with seasonal grass cover and boundary tree
planting are retained adjacent Pfeiffer Road to maintain the
existing views from the roadway.
—— The existing farm house and sheds are retained as temporary
office and storage space.
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4.10.2 Operations Landform (Peak)
—— Storm water dam created.
—— Water storage dam at maximum depth and reuse volume.
—— Overland swales direct surface water to storage dams.
—— Operations area terracing determined by functional
requirements.
—— Integrated mullock landform attains maximum height above
adjacent vegetated bund.
—— Vegetated bunds created using site won material and planted
with native species.
—— Creek crossing provide vehicle access to operations area.
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4.10.3 Closure Landform
—— Integrated Mullock Landform reduced in height below
adjacent vegetated bund.
—— Swales and bunds retained to control surface water
movement and quality.
—— Topsoil bunds reclaimed for reuse in landscape areas.
—— Hardstand areas are retained in former operations areas for
future reuse.
—— Road cuttings and road alignment are retained for access.
—— Ventilation and access shafts are infilled.
—— Northern bund retained to assist in surface water control
and quality.
—— Native vegetation area protected with a Heritage Agreement
(no change to existing ground levels)
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Farm house

Unused farm dams

4.10.4 Section A-A
Section A-A illustrates the change in landform resulting from
the construction of the water storage dam, landscape bunds
and the Integrated Mullock Landform.
Ground levels are shown for the existing contours, operation
levels and mine closure.

A

A

Landscaped Bund

Existing Surface
Level

Water
Storage Dam

Landscaped Bund

Peak IML
Level

Closure IML Level

Landscaped Bund

Datum
390 AHD
Closure Level
Peak Level
Existing Level
Chainage

Section A-A
Section through IML and water
storage dam looking North
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Section B-B
Section B-B illustrates the change in landform resulting from
the construction of the Integrated Mullock Landform and the
existing levels of the creekline.
Ground levels are shown for the existing site contours,
operation levels and mine closure.

B

B
Existing Surface
Level

Closure IML
Level

Peak IML
Level

N

Landscaped Bund
Heritage
Agreement Area

Datum
395 AHD
Closure Level
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Existing Level
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Section B-B

Section through IML looking East
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5. Visual Outcomes
The following renders provide an impression of the proposed
development when viewed from adjacent key publicly
accessible viewpoints. Render provides an indication of the
visible change within the site from the existing condition, peak
operations period and mine closure.
The majority of the site is screened from view by the existing
landform and perimeter tree buffers. A landscaped bund
screens the operations area from adjacent properties.
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1

1. Petaluma Winery
Existing View (2017)
—— Site views through gap
in existing tree canopy
towards an open paddock
with seasonal grass cover.

End of Construction
(Worst Case)
—— Construction hoarding /
fencing in place.
—— No planting.
—— Silo in view.

Operations View
—— Run of Mine silo visible
above tree canopy.
—— Silo colour to be confirmed
and shown for illustration
purposes only. Final colour
subject to community
input.
—— Loading zone and
foreground are partially
visible through the tree
canopy.
—— Initial plantings installed

oxigen.net.au

Bird In Hand Gold Project

1 Year Vegetation
Growth
—— Native shrubs,
groundcovers established.

Closure View
—— Run of Mine silo is
removed.
—— Silo area is regraded for
water control and topsoil
reused from site.
—— Native trees established
further.
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2. Artwine Cellar Door

2
Existing View (2017)
—— Site views framed by cellar
door carpark trees.
—— Open grassed paddock
and existing tree line is
visible.

End of Construction
(Worst Case)
—— Construction hoarding /
fencing in place.
—— No planting.

Operations View
—— Water storage dam and
partial views of pump
shed are visible.
—— Dam fringe planting
and maintenance track
partially visible.
—— Initial plantings installed.
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Bird In Hand Gold Project

1 Year Vegetation
Growth
—— Batter planting and
adjacent re-vegetation
partially obscuring dam
edge.

Closure View
—— Water storage dam with
minimal water.
—— Native shrubs, groundcovers + trees established
further.
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3. Bird In Hand Winery
Existing View (2017)
—— Site views under the
existing perimeter tree
canopy.
—— Recent re-vegetation in
adjacent paddock and
perimeter tree rows
starting to be visible.
—— Foreground colour and
depth perception changes
with seasonal vine leaf
cover.

End of Construction
(Worst Case)
—— Construction hoarding /
fencing in place.
—— No planting.
—— Silo in view.

Operations View
—— Run of Mine silo visible
above tree canopy.
—— Silo colour to be confirmed
and shown for illustration
purposes only. Final colour
subject to community
input.
—— Initial plantings
established.
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Bird In Hand Gold Project

1 Year Vegetation
Growth
—— Re-vegetation at
perimeter partially
obscures views into the
site.

Closure View
—— Run of Mine silo is
removed.
—— Native shrubs, groundcovers + trees established
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4. Pfeiffer Road Entry
Existing View (2017)
—— Farm gate and rubble
entry verge.
—— Seasonal grass cover in
verge.
—— Views to open paddock.

End of Construction
(Worst Case)
—— New entry road to allow
vehicle turn path.
—— New fence around entry
(similar to Polo Club).
—— Stormwater infrastructure
and scour protection in
verge.
—— Road and verge
linemarking.
—— Construction hoarding /
fencing still in place.
—— No planting within
construction zone.

Operations View
—— Shade tree avenue
established.
—— Initial plantings
established.
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Bird In Hand Gold Project

1 Year Vegetation
Growth
—— Native shrubs,
groundcovers + trees

Closure View
—— Entry road and storm
water infrastructure
retained for future landuse.
—— Further tree growth.
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5. Ridge Rd
Existing View (2019)
—— View through existing
large trees to site.

End of Construction
(Worst Case)
—— Silo in view in the
distance.
—— Silo colour to be confirmed
and shown for illustration
purposes only. Final colour
subject to community
input.

Operations View
—— Run of Mine silo visible
above tree canopy.
—— Initial plantings
established.
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Bird In Hand Gold Project

1 Year Vegetation
Growth
—— Re-vegetation at
perimeter partially
obscures views into the
site.

Closure View
—— Run of Mine silo is
removed.
—— Native shrubs, groundcovers + trees established
further.
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6. 86 Bird In Hand Rd
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Existing View (2017)
—— View through existing
large trees to site.

End of Construction
(Worst Case)
—— Silo in view in the
distance.
—— Silo colour to be confirmed
and shown for illustration
purposes only. Final colour
subject to community
input.

Operations View
—— Run of Mine silo visible
above tree canopy.
—— Initial plantings
established.
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Bird In Hand Gold Project

1 Year Vegetation
Growth
—— Re-vegetation at
perimeter partially
obscures views into the
site.

Closure View
—— Run of Mine silo is
removed.
—— Native shrubs, groundcovers + trees established
further.
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People, nature and space.
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